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Abstract:

Subterranean calcite dissolution and precipitation are often considered as strictly
geochemical processes. The active involvement of microbes in these processes is commonly
underestimated in the literature due to general oligotrophic conditions in caves, except in
particular cave conditions, such as sulfidic caves and moonmilk deposits, where the presence
of microbes likely plays a key role in mineral deposition. Here, we study the possible
involvement of microbes from Postojna Cave, Slovenia, in carbonate dissolution (litholysis)
and precipitation (lithogenesis). Microbes were sampled from small pools below hydrologically
diverse drip sites and incubated on polished limestone tablets at 10 and 20°C for 2 and
14 weeks under cave-analogue conditions. The tablets were then observed under scanning
electron microscope to investigate microbe–rock interactions. Our experiments showed the
presence of various microbial morphotypes, often associated with extracellular polymeric
substances, firmly attached on the surfaces. Unfortunately, our surface sterilization method
using 96% and 70% ethanol could not establish the complete aseptic conditions in deep
natural cracks in the experimental limestone tablets. Nonetheless, our results emulate the
interaction of environmental microbes with limestone rock. Conspicuous calcite dissolution
and precipitation were observed in association with these microbes. Furthermore, we show
evidence of entombment of microbes in a Si-rich precipitate during nutrient-depleted growth
conditions and we suggest that microbial involvement in silica mobilization under ambient
conditions may be a widespread and often overlooked phenomenon. Our findings have
important implications for microbial-mediation of cave carbonate dissolution and precipitation,
including the preservation of past climate proxy signals in speleothems and prehistoric cave
art. Improvements to the methodology and further work are suggested to enable more robust
ex-situ cultivation experiments in the future, facilitating better and more detailed research into
this topic.
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INTRODUCTION
Weathering and precipitation of carbonate sediments
and rocks play major roles in the geochemical carbon
cycle (Ridgwell & Zeebe, 2005). It is well known that
microbes can interact with calcite during carbonate
weathering processes. However, it is highly debated
whether microbes enhance or inhibit the weathering
rate, as contradictory evidence exists for both processes
(Davis et al., 2007; Jacobson & Wu, 2009). It has
been found that microbes can produce, for example,
organic acids that locally modify the pH, leading to
*vanessa.johnston@zrc-sazu.si

calcite dissolution. Additionally, microbially-produced
enzymes, such as carbonic anhydrase, can catalyze the
interconversion of CO2 and water and the dissociated
carbonic acid ions (CO2 + H2O ↔ H+ + HCO3−), releasing
H+ ions, promoting calcite dissolution (Li et al., 2006).
Furthermore, physical weathering caused by borings
of fungal hyphae can decrease the structural integrity
of a rock and increase the superficial area available for
chemical dissolution, while surface water retention via
biofilms can lead to freeze–thaw destructive processes
(Lian et al., 2008; Kip & van Veen, 2015). By contrast,
the presence of microbes on calcite surfaces has been
The author’s rights are protected under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International (CC BY-NC 4.0) license.
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found to block dissolution sites, causing a significant
reduction in the dissolution rates (Lüttge & Conrad,
2004; Davis et al., 2007). Furthermore, microbiallyinfluenced calcite precipitation (bio-calcite) has been
well-documented and advocated as a remediation
method for strengthening damaged concrete for use
in construction and the conservation of historic
buildings and monuments (De Muynck et al., 2010).
Research suggests that microbes may initiate either
calcite dissolution or precipitation depending on the
environmental conditions and, in particular, when
non-ionic organic matter and ammonium are available
as a nutrient source (Jacobson & Wu, 2009).
Microbial–mineral interactions have been recognized
in cave environments (Barton & Northup, 2007; Lavoie
et al., 2010; Jones, 2010). However, research has
focused on the involvement of different microorganisms
in the precipitation of certain types of speleothems,
such as moonmilk (Cañaveras et al., 2006; Curry et
al., 2009; Braissant et al., 2012; Miller et al., 2018),
pool fingers (Melim et al., 2001), and “mushroom
speleothems” (Bontognali et al., 2016). Microbial
dissolution seems to be involved in the formation
of corrosion residues (Cunningham et al., 1995),
biofilms and patinas (De Leo et al., 2012), while certain
sulfide-oxidizing bacteria can considerably contribute
to carbonate dissolution in sulfuric acid caves (Engel
et al., 2004). In some cases, cave microbes can cause
both dissolution and precipitation of CaCO3, as is the
case of Actinobacteria, where the predominance of
one or the other process depends on the surrounding
environmental conditions (Cuezva et al., 2012) and the
nutrient supply (Maciejewska et al., 2016). However,
many of these studies have focused on highly specific
cave features or particular geochemical conditions,
while little work has investigated the precise microbe–
calcite interactions under dark, oligotrophic condition
on simple limestone rock, similar to a typical karst
cave host-rock.
Here, we inoculated carbonate tablets with microbes
taken from a cave environment to investigate the
interactions of these microbes with carbonate surfaces
using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) imaging.
In particular, we wanted to see if the microbes
initiated calcite dissolution and/or precipitation in
a simple oligotrophic setting under ambient, caveanalogue experimental conditions. Here, as an
example, we focused on cup-shaped dissolutional
pools situated below drip points that are found in
abundance in a chamber of Postojna Cave, Slovenia.
The formation of these pools is mainly attributed to
geochemical dissolution in conjunction with high CO2
cave conditions (Johnston et al., 2018; Kukuljan et
al., 2021). However, we hypothesize that microbes are
also involved in the formation of these dissolutional
features. Accordingly, our study focuses on the role
of microbes in the processes of carbonate dissolution
and precipitation on limestone rocks under caveanalogue conditions. Later, we outline a number of
improvements to the methodology used here that
we encourage be taken into consideration when
planning similar ex-situ cave-analogue, cultivation
experiments.

METHODS
Cave setting and sampling protocol
In order to identify possible calcite dissolution or
precipitation mediated by microorganisms, drops of
water containing microbes obtained from two cave
sampling sites were used as inocula for carbonate
tablets under controlled laboratory conditions and the
resulting interactions between calcite and microbes
were observed with an SEM. The samples originated
from the terminal chamber (the Red Hall; Rdeča
Dvorana “RD”) of the Pisani rov passage of Postojna
Cave (Postojnska jama), Slovenia (45°46′52.5″N,
14°12′20.5″E; Fig. 1). The overburden above the Red
Hall is 34.5 m (Šebela, 2010). The surface above
the cave is covered by karst soil, forest, and shrubs
that provide an important organic input to the cave
ecosystem via dripping water. In a previous study
from other parts of Postojna Cave, it was estimated
that a reasonable amount of microbial biomass
constantly enters the karst aquifer via percolation
water, reaching values of 5,100–19,990 cells per ml
(Oarga-Mulec et al., 2017). In the Red Hall, there is a
high density of cylindrical dissolution features on the
cave floor, which often contain a small pool of water
(Supplementary Fig. S1). Dissolution is thought to
be mainly attributed to the water dripping into the
cave and geochemical reactions with the seasonallyhigh CO2 concentrations (up to 10,000 ppm in
summer) in the cave air of this particular chamber
(Krajnc et al., 2017; Kukuljan et al., 2021) causing
the water to become corrosive (Johnston et al., 2018;
Kukuljan et al., 2018). The drip sites provide water
and accompanying organic compounds that have
percolated from the karst soil (e.g., Hartland et al.,
2011) and an environment that is always moist or
with a water-filled pool. Furthermore, we have noticed
that certain other sites in this chamber contain
evidence for coexistent dissolution and precipitation
(Johnston et al., 2019). This location, therefore,
provides an optimum opportunity to investigate how
cave microbes may interact with carbonate minerals,
potentially enhancing or reducing the rate of limestone
dissolution.
We selected two sampling sites in the Red Hall
of Postojna Cave. RD1 is a relatively flat, dishshaped dissolutional feature with a diameter of
~9 cm (Supplementary Fig. S2) that has formed
below a cluster of multiple drips that respond quickly
to rainfall events via fracture flow; at times, water
rapidly pours down from the cave ceiling, while in
other periods negligible dripping occurs. Therefore,
the RD1 pool has a strongly variable rate of filling with
water, and has a shallow pool during periods of high
infiltration and is known to empty during particularly
hot and dry summers. The RD5 dissolution feature
has a cylindrical shape with a diameter of ~6 cm and
a slower, seasonal drip rate (Supplementary Fig. S3).
Dripping continues even through very dry periods,
albeit at an extremely slow rate (Table 1). The RD5
site tends to retain a small pool of water (~2 cm deep).
In the cave (date: 18 May 2018), the inner surface
of dissolutional cup at each site (RD1 and RD5) was
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Fig. 1. Map of Postojna Cave and sampling locations. A) Map of Slovenia with cave site marked as black circle. B) Plan of Postojna Cave with
the sampling location delimited by the red square. Note that the show cave entrance is at the bottom of the map and the blue shading shows the
river passages. C) Detail of the area within the red square in B. The Red Hall (RD) and White Hall (WH) are shown along with the direction of the
continuation of the Pisani rov passageway. The sampling sites (RD1 and RD5) are marked as red crosses. Map A was created using Surfer 14
(Golden Software, https://www.goldensoftware.com/). Map B was created by Franjo Drole (2014) and C was adapted from Luigi Gallino (1927),
both found in the archive of the Karst Research Institute ZRC SAZU, Postojna.

swabbed with two FLOQSwabsTM (Copan), each swab
covering opposite halves of the total surface area (nonquantified). The swabs were placed in sterile vials and
immediately transported to the laboratory (Postojna).
Cave water geochemistry
After swabbing for microbe collection, the pH and
temperature of the pool waters were measured in-

situ using a portable WTW Multiline 3420 digital
meter with an IDS SenTix® 940 pH electrode. Not
enough water was present in the pools to measure
the conductivity with our equipment at the time of
sampling. At the same time, approximately 50 ml of
water was collected from within each of the pools, RD1
and RD5, to use as a natural medium for eventual
enhancement of microbial growth in one of the
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experimental setups. Water samples were collected
and filtered on-site (0.45 μm mesh) and analyzed for
alkalinity by titration with 0.02 N HCl (at the Karst
Research Institute ZRC SAZU, Postojna, Slovenia)
immediately on return from the cave, with alkalinity
calculated using the Gran method. As part of a cave
monitoring campaign including the sites studied
here, cation and anion analyses were carried out by
ion chromatography using a Shodex YK-421 (at the
University of Nova Gorica, Slovenia) and cave air CO2
concentrations were measured using a handheld
Vaisala GM70 meter with a GMP222 probe (measuring
range 0–10,000 ppm). Saturation indices with respect
to calcite (SIC) were calculated using PHREEQC;
a computer program for geochemical calculations
(Parkhurst & Appelo, 2013).
Experimental set-up
Twenty-four tablets (~2.5 × 1.5 × 1 cm) were made
using the homogeneous, massive mudstone parts
of commercial grade plates of Cretaceous limestone
known under the commercial name “Dinarit” (Central
Dalmatia, Croatia). This particular rock was chosen
due to its homogeneity and isotropic petrographic
properties on a centimeter scale (Supplementary Fig.
S4), to avoid possible differential dissolution rates due
to variable textures and chemical composition of the
Postojna Cave host-rock (Supplementary Fig. S5). The
upper surfaces of these tablets were flattened and
lapped using a Logitech PM5 thin-section machine
and successively polished using silicon carbide pads
P1200 (15 µm grit size), P2500 (8 µm), and P4000
(5 µm) (Kemet, UK). The polishing aimed to create
a flat, homogeneous, and comparable surface from
which dissolution and/or precipitation of calcite that
occurred during the experiment could be distinguished
from the pre-experiment rock surface. Previous SEM
trials showed that the polishing procedure used here
created a sufficiently uniform surface that, even at
high-resolutions, the rock appeared flat and only
fine, straight polishing scratches remained. These
polishing scratches were easily recognizable, and thus,
clearly distinguishable from processes that may have
occurred during the experiment (e.g., Supplementary
Fig. S6).
The tablets were surface sterilized in the laboratory
by swabbing with 96% ethanol prior to flushing with
96% followed by 70% ethanol, then sterile deionized (DI)
water. The sterilized tablets were placed immediately
into sterile glass Petri dishes containing 15 ml of
sterilized deionized (DI) water, so as not to cover the
surface of the tablet, but to saturate the atmosphere
with humidity during the experiment, to simulate the
high humidity found in typical cave environments.
The tablets were left to soak in the sterile DI water for
two days prior to inoculation, so that the rock became
saturated with water via capillary transport.
Inoculation and biomass estimation
In the laboratory, the cave waters were sterilefiltered (0.22 μm mesh; Durapore®, Merck Millipore).
In one vial from each site containing the swab tip, 1 ml
of the filtered cave water from the corresponding site

was added, while 1 ml of sterile physiological saline
solution was added to the second vial. The swabs were
vortexed vigorously and the solutions with released
microbes were placed in new vials. The swabs were
then centrifuged for 10 mins at 4,000 RPM to collect
the remaining solution and microbial cells, which were
then combined with the corresponding solution (cave
water or physiological solution) in the “new vials” and
used as an inoculum.
The adenosine triphosphate (ATP) contents of these
solutions were measured with an AquaSnapTMTotal
test using a corresponding luminometer (Hygiena,
USA) to estimate the microbial load (Mulec &
Oarga-Mulec, 2016) and approximate the number
of microbes in the inoculum, with the caveat that
the ATP from lysed cells is counted along with that
liberated from living cells. The tablets were arranged
so that each tablet would receive one 5 μl drop of
microbe-containing solution that was then spread
over approximately half of the tablet. The tablets in
the Petri dishes were then incubated according to the
experimental conditions. Incubation was carried out
both at 10°C, which is approximately the temperature
of Postojna Cave, and at 20°C, thought to enhance
the metabolic rate and potentially increase the
amount of microbially-mediated precipitation and
dissolution, while also representing warmer cave
settings. Three cultivation conditions were used:
1) at 20°C for two weeks, 2) at 20°C for 14 weeks,
and 3) at 10°C (cave temperature) for 14 weeks. For
each of these experimental conditions, two Petri
dishes were used for each cave site (RD1 or RD5).
One dish contained two tablets, both inoculated with
material from the cave sites that was re-suspended
in (a) filtered cave water or (b) sterile physiological
solution. The second dish contained three controls
tablets on which were placed drops of (a) sterile DI
water, (b) sterile physiological solution, or (c) sterilefiltered cave water from the respective sampling site
(Fig. 2).
Tablet surface analysis
At the end of the experiments, the tablets were
observed under a JEOL JSM-IT100 InTouchScopeTM
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) at the Institute of
Palaeontology ZRC SAZU, Ljubljana, Slovenia, to
identify possible microbial mediation of calcite
dissolution and/or precipitation. To do this, the water
was removed from the Petri dishes with a pipette,
the tablets were air-dried, and subsequently gold
coated using a BAL-TEC SCD 050 sputter coater for
200 s at 40 mA. The SEM observations were performed
under high vacuum, with images collected using a 10 kV
accelerating voltage and EDS analyses conducted at
15 or 20 kV accelerating voltage. All types of SEM
sample preparation techniques are known to cause
artefacts and biases (Fratesi et al., 2004; Bennett
et al., 2006). Here, we choose simple air-drying to
eliminate potential surface chemical reactions caused
by solvent replacement, while maintaining total cell
numbers. However, the air-drying technique is known
to cause a deflated appearance of cells. Additionally,
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the experimental set-up. The tablets were placed in Petri dishes with the polished face up, and semi-submerged in sterile DI water.
The solution (with or without inoculum) was spread over approximately one half of the tablet surface. Note that for clarity the Petri dish lids have
not been drawn on the sketch. Two Petri dishes (as sketched) were used for each cave site (RD1 and RD5), for each of the three experimental
conditions, giving a total of 12 Petri dishes used in the experiment.

as the samples were not rinsed to avoid removal of
microbes and calcite crystals, mineral detritus could
remain on the surface and, moreover, evaporation
of water can potentially lead to calcite precipitation
(Bennett et al., 2006). This last point is important
to assess during interpretations, particularly on the
control tablets without microbial inocula, as any
observed calcite crystals could, inadvertently, be
associated with microbial activity when they may, in
fact, be of an inorganic, purely geochemical origin.
By comparing the microbial-inoculated tablets with
the controls, an assessment of potential inorganic
calcite precipitation could be made during the visual
inspection for microbes and their association with
potential changes to the polished calcite surface.

RESULTS
Cave water geochemistry
Table 1 shows the results from a year-long
monitoring campaign of the two drip sites carried out
to understand how the high variability of cave air CO2
impacts the cave water geochemistry in the dissolution
cups. The temperature of the cave air in this chamber
is extremely stable, while the temperature of the water
in the dissolution cups can vary (< 1°C) when flowing
water infiltrates the cave quicker than the time it
takes to reach thermal equilibrium with the rock
massif. The drip rate at site RD1 is highly variable and
goes from practically dry to a fast continuous flow,
while site RD5 has a slow but more persistent drip
rate. This difference is apparent in the geochemical
results that show the conductivity and concentration
of major ions in the dripwater from site RD1 as being
more ‘diluted’ by the high flow rates than those values
in site RD5. With regard to potential nutrients for
microbes, an important difference between the two
sites is seen in the nitrate values, whereby site RD5
has a considerably higher concentration of nitrate than
site RD1. The calculated calcite saturation indices
(SIC) show that the waters change from being slightly
under-saturated to moderately over-saturated with
respect to calcite, with site RD1 varying over a wider
range than site RD5 over the year-long monitoring
period. The SIC, thus, relates to the geochemical
changes brought about by the highly variable CO2

concentrations in the cave air over the course of the
year (Kukuljan et al., 2021) and the extent to which
this CO2 can equilibrate with the infiltration water
based on the temporal exposure of the water to the
cave atmosphere, which is related to the drip rate,
flow style, and cup shape. Dissolved organic carbon
concentrations have been previously measured at 33
drip sites in the Postojna–Planina cave system giving
an average value of 0.7 ± 0.04 mg C L−1 (Simon et
al., 2007).
Table 1. Cave water geochemistry from monitoring campaign
(13 September 2017 to 13 November 2018).Values in parentheses are

those measured at the time of sampling for microbes (date: 18 May 2018).

Parameter

Site RD1

Site RD5

630–8300 (1969)

650–8230 (1969)

8.8–9.6 (9.3)

8.7–9.3 (9.3)

0.0–1.7

0.004–0.04

205–317

249–398

pH

7.3–8.2 (7.8)

7.3–8.0 (7.7)

Alkalinity (meq/L)

1.7–3.5 (2.9)

2.0–4.2 (2.8)

14–69

34–92

0.03–2.6

0.02–4.7

0.1–6.5

0.6–11.8

3–10

14–32

3–5

4–6

−0.36–0.46

−0.11–0.31

CO2 cave air (ppm)
Temperature water (°C)
Drip rate (ml/s)
Conductivity (µS/cm)

Ca2+ (mg/L)
Mg

2+

(mg/L)

Cl (mg/L)
−

NO3− (mg/L)
SO4

2−

(mg/L)

SI calcite

Microbial biomass in the dripping water
The bioburden load (i.e., the number of microbes in a
given volume of solution; Table 2) shows that the RD1
site had an order of magnitude more microbes than
the RD5 site. This means that the number of microbes
inoculated onto the tablets for the experiment were
considerably greater for the RD1 site. However, this
is not necessarily a measure of the total number of
microbes at the sampling site because the sampling
area was not well-defined due to the rough, undulating
inner surface of the dissolution cups (Supplementary
Figs S2 and S3). Furthermore, the method used for the
estimation of bioburden load theoretically measures
the ATP also released from dead cells, thus, our
results do not, necessarily, correspond to the number
of viable cells present in the inoculum.
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Table 2. Bioburden load of the cave samples.
Site
RD1
RD5

Solution

ATP (RLU(1))

CFU/ml(2)

CFU/5 μl(3)

Physiological

22

~105

~500–5,000
~500–5,000

Cave water

58

~10

Physiological

4

~104

~50–500

Cave water

6

~104

~50–500

5

Relative Light Units (1 RLU equates to 1 fmol of ATP).
Approximate Colony Forming Units (CFU) per ml (Hygiena, USA).
3
Approximate CFU inoculated onto each tablet.
1
2

Preservation
The SEM images acquired were of good quality
and individual microbes were visible along with the
surface of the carbonate tablets in enough detail to
investigate possible microbial–mineral interactions.
Some microbes were clearly deflated by the drying
procedure; however, the majority appeared to have
retained their form intact. For this type of experiment,
where possible interactions of the rock surface with
chemicals used for the preservation of the organic
material were unwanted, the procedure of air-drying
is shown here to work well in preserving both the rock
texture and the microbes. However, one problem with
the experimental set-up involved the standing water
in the Petri dishes. Using PHREEQC (Parkhurst &
Appelo, 2013), we can show that when DI water (pH
7) is exposed to atmospheric CO2, the dissolution of
CO2 in water creates weak carbonic acid, causing the
pH to drop to around 5.5 and the solution becomes
aggressive to carbonate rock. We have calculated that
this would result in the dissolution of around 8 µg of
CaCO3, presuming that the water standing in the Petri
dish (15 ml) became saturated with CaCO3. However,
we suggest that most of this dissolution would occur
where the aggressive water first touches the rock; on
the external surfaces of the lower halves of the tablets
that are submerged in the water and within the
porosity and micro-fractures immediately adjacent
to this external surface (Fig. 2). If, for example, all
the dissolution occurred on the external surfaces of
the lower halves of the tablets that were submerged
in the water, this would result in the dissolution
of a thickness of 0.1–0.2 µm across the submerged
surfaces of the tablets. While the 5 µl drop of DI
water spread across the upper surface of the tablet
would cause a 0.0003 µm-thickness of dissolution. In
the ‘Method development’ section below, we provide
several suggestions to remedy this and other problems
found with the experimental design. A second problem
involves water droplets condensed on the Petri dish
lid and on the tablet surface itself. Some SEM images
show circular features of various diameters on the
tablet surface that contain tiny calcite crystals (Fig.
3A and B). The droplets of condensation, undersaturated with respect to calcite, would have locally
dissolved the surface of the tablet and at the end of
the experiment, while the tablet was drying, these
droplets evaporated, forcing the calcite to precipitate.
Minor amounts of calcite precipitation and dissolution
were clearly associated with these circular features,
seen on both inoculated (Fig. 3A) and control
(Fig. 3B) tablets. Nevertheless, our observations show
that the minor calcite dissolution and precipitation

within these circular features is incomparable to
the extent of dissolution and precipitation seen
occurring in the presence of microbes elsewhere on
the tablets. Moreover, due to the circular shape of
these features caused by the droplets, they are clearly
distinguishable from other features observed on the
tablets. Furthermore, we inoculated approximately
one half of each tablet to check the quality of polishing
on each tablet and to provide an additional ‘control’,
specific to each tablet. Observing these non-inoculated
parts of the tablets, we found that the polishing was
uniform and the standard of polishing did not vary
across tablets. We also noted that, similar to the
control tablets, the non-inoculated parts of the tablets
hosted microbes only within or spreading from the
micro-fractures (see Discussion), while the majority
of these non-inoculated surfaces were unaltered,
with the exception of the evaporation circles. Images
from each of the experimental setups are shown in
Supplementary Figs S6–S19.
Microbial morphotypes and repercussions
of rock micro-fractures
Table 3 shows an assessment of the presence
or absence of various features on the tablets for
each experimental setup, including the microbial
morphotypes (cocci, bacilli, and filamentous) and
other inorganic features (calcite precipitation/
dissolution and Si-rich microspheres). To provide a
little more information, when a feature was observed
on the tablet surface, Table 3 shows also a qualitative
estimate of its occurrence frequency as single, rare,
customary, frequent, or dominant. Overall, very little
of the tablet surfaces were covered with microbes
and/or extracellular polymeric substances (EPS), in
some cases with only a single example found on the
entire tablet surface. Furthermore, when colonies
were present, they occurred with varying densities,
and their absence/presence (and density) was not
found to correlate with the experiment temperature or
duration. Due to the very heterogeneous micro-scale
distribution of microbes, a systematic grid approach
for quantitative analysis would likely poorly represent
the microbial activity, which was restricted to localized
areas of the tablets, while the majority of the tablets
surfaces, including those inoculated, were barren.
Our qualitative occurrence frequency estimate in
Table 3, thus, provides only an assessment relative
to the other tablets in this experiment, rather than on
tablet coverage. For example for microbes, dominant
may indicate that there was more than one (small)
colony present and these were densely populated,
while rare may indicate a few isolated microbes found
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Fig. 3. SEM images of circular features on tablet surface thought to be formed during evaporation of water upon drying. The images are both from
the RD5 site, incubated at 10°C for 14 weeks; A) cave water with inoculum and B) sterile-filtered cave water. Note that both images are to the same
scale and the circular features observed were of varying sizes. The inner, whiter part of the circles contains a high abundance of tiny calcite crystals.

on the tablet surface. As for calcite dissolution, for
example, rare may indicate small examples of minimal
modification to the tablet surface, while frequent
indicates localized patches of highly dissolved
limestone showing spiky textures and exposing
crystal margins. Although the tablets were composed
of an exceptionally homogeneous limestone, since it
is a natural substance, many tablets contained some
unavoidable heterogeneities (Supplementary Fig. S4),
particularly micro-fractures, microstylolites, and
other cracks and pores. The SEM images showed that
many of the micro-fractures contained microbes (Fig.
4A–D). In fact, 42% of the tablets showed microbes
in fractures and there was no significant distinction
between those tablets inoculated or the controls
(Table 3). The microbes appeared to be emerging
from the fractures and then spreading over the tablet
surface. This phenomenon was particularly notable in
the controls as the rest of the tablet surfaces, away
from the fractures, were barren of microbes (e.g., Fig.
4B and C). In one exceptional case (Fig. 4D), fungal
hyphae were present and appeared to be emerging
from a fracture and spreading over the tablet, in
addition to the typical bacterial morphotypes found
here. However, some of the wider cracks and larger
pores did not host microbes (e.g., Fig. 4B). Of the
tablets with the microbes in fractures, 70% had the
presence of cocci morphotype, while 40% (also) had
rod-shaped bacilli forms (Table 3) and in all cases,
the microbes from the fractures were associated with
EPS.
Calcite dissolution
The original tablet surfaces were polished and under
the SEM appeared flat but with network of straight,
polishing scratches visible. These polishing scratches
were evenly distributed, less than about 500 nm in
width, and easily distinguishable (blue arrows in Fig.
5A–D). The polishing process was required to gain a
uniform surface from which the processes of carbonate
dissolution and precipitation could be identified
easily and not confused with an original, uneven
limestone surface that may naturally include zones of

dissolution and precipitation. However, polishing also
caused some disadvantages, namely, a slick surface
rather than the naturally rough surface of a rock, the
presence of polishing scratches, and exposure of the
internal structure of the calcite crystals rather than
the natural crystal faces. The smoothed rock surface
is expected to reduce the adhesion of microbes onto
the surface, while the polishing scratches may provide
preferable locations for adhesion since they provide a
protective indentation with a rough surface (Warscheid
& Braams, 2000). However, we saw no evidence of
microbes preferentially adhering to the polishing
scratches. As for the rock itself, the polishing would
have caused a mechanical stress on the carbonate
crystals, breaking the crystals in directions that do
not correspond to their natural cleavage planes. This
unnatural surface may have caused the crystals to
become more susceptible to dissolution than a surface
comprising natural, well-formed crystals. On the
contrary, the polishing may have provided more crystal
defect sites that are predisposed to crystal nucleation,
hence, increasing the rate of calcite precipitation
from that which would occur on a natural carbonate
surface. Our tablets are composed of extremely finegrained crystals (see the featureless original tablet
surfaces labeled OTS in Fig. 5A–D), and therefore, it
is likely that all possible directions of crystals growth
were exposed by polishing. This means that there
was likely no predominant mechanism at play and,
overall, the polishing would have had little influence
on whether carbonate precipitation or dissolution
occurred. Furthermore, since we are not assessing
the rate of the dissolution/precipitation processes
here, the effects of polishing are expected to have only
a minor influence on our interpretations.
After the experiments, the tablets had various
features on their surfaces, including microbes, EPS,
particulate matter, etched/dissolved surfaces, and
precipitated carbonates. Dissolution of the tablet
surfaces was seen as a surface roughening, visible
etching around the crystal margins and along
calcite cleavage planes, spiky calcite, and widening
of polishing scratches to complete obliteration of
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RD1 and RD5 = cave water sterile-filtered at 0.22 μm; Phys. = physiological solution; H2O = sterile deionised water.
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1 = inoculated with swab material from corresponding sampling site (grey shading); 0 = sterile (non-inoculated).
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Table 3. Experimental conditions and results.
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Fig. 4. SEM images showing microbes emanating from pre-existing micro-fractures in the tablets. All examples shown here are from non-inoculated
controls at 20°C. A) Tablet with added physiological solution after 2 weeks. B) Tablet with sterile DI water after 14 weeks. C) Tablet supplemented
with sterile-filtered cave water from RD5 site after 14 weeks. D) Tablet with physiological solution after 14 weeks. The images show that the
microbes are closely associated with the micro-fractures but not within the wider pores, and microbes are not present on the rest of the tablet
surfaces, away from the cracks.

polishing scratches and the original surface under
heavy dissolution. Microbes and EPS were seen
in association with tablet dissolution (notably on
Fig. 5A and D). On lower magnification SEM images
(Fig. 5A–D), the EPS and microbes appear as darker
shades, while the exposed areas of dissolution
appear as lighter shades due to the enhanced
surface roughness and, in some cases (such as Fig.
5B) consequent calcite precipitation. Under higher
magnification, the dissolution is clearly visible as
etched and spiky calcite (Jones & Pemberton, 1987)
(Fig. 6A–D). Dehydrated EPS can be seen within some
pore spaces (e.g., Fig. 6B and D), indicating a strong
association between the presence of dissolution and
EPS. Of all the tablets, 63% showed some dissolution
and, in all cases, this dissolution was associated with
tablets that had EPS and the presence of microbes
(Table 3).
Calcite precipitation
Calcite crystals on the surface of the tablets could
have been derived from a number of processes. Detrital
calcite could have been picked up on the swab from
the cave surface, and transferred with the microbes
to the tablet surface. We might expect detrital calcite

to be anhedral in shape and perhaps associated with
clays or other particles lying on the tablet surface,
while precipitated calcite likely interacts with the
tablet surface and perhaps forms as euhedral crystals.
Precipitated calcite could derive from purely chemical
processes or through microbiological mediation.
Chemically, the calcite could precipitate from the
various solutions upon evaporation during drying at
the end of the experiment. It could be sourced directly
from the cave water itself or from dissolution of the
tablet surface by solutions under-saturated with
calcite (e.g., DI water and physiological solution).
This can be seen in Figures 3A–B and 4C as circular
features covering the tablet surface, where the inside
of the circle contains calcite crystals likely formed on
drying. In the case of microbially-mediated calcite, the
precipitated calcite should be more common in areas
with microbes.
Various types of calcite precipitation on the tablet
surfaces are shown in Figure 7A–D. The forms shown
are predominantly euhedral and are all associated
with microbes or EPS. In Figure 7A, the tablet surface
affected by microbes appears to have been dissolved,
giving a rough surface from which calcite crystals have
formed following the cleavage direction of the original
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Fig. 5. SEM images of tablet dissolution at lower magnification. A and B) Tablets inoculated with material from site RD1 in physiological solution
after 14 weeks at (A) 20°C and (B) 10°C. C) Control using sterile physiological solution after 14 weeks at 20°C. D) Control using sterile-filtered
water from site RD5 after 14 weeks at 10°C. In A–C, note the difference in tablet surface texture between the original tablet surface (OTS) towards
the right-hand side and the modified dissolved tablet surface (DTS) and presence of microbes on the left-hand side. In D, note the presence of
microbes and EPS, and an area between these, over which the microbes passed while gliding away from the crack (direction of yellow arrow),
where the dissolved tablet surface has been exposed. Blue arrows point perpendicular to selected polishing scratches.

calcite crystals in the rock. In Figure 7B, a microfracture hosting thick EPS and microbes exhibits a
high density of euhedral calcite crystals of varying
sizes within and protruding out of the fracture, some
entrapped under the EPS, while others are exposed
above the EPS. There is a notable difference in the
high number of calcite crystals associated with the
EPS covered fracture and the lack of crystals on the
tablet surface away from the fracture. Figure 7C shows
a colony of microbes associated with a number of flat,
euhedral calcite crystals. Furthermore, a number of
smaller euhedral calcite crystals appear to be forming
as prisms directly associated with the microbes.
Figure 7D shows a micro-fracture that is filled by EPS
and microbes, along the edge of this fracture, large
euhedral calcite crystals have formed that protrude
from the polished tablet surface, indicating they
formed during the experimental period.
Si-rich microspheres and microbial entombment
Three tablets showed a specific feature composed
of microspheres (Fig. 8A–D). These microspheres
are a relatively uniform size (~250 nm diameter),
densely packed, and their composition by SEM-EDS

shows them as being rich in silicon (Supplementary
Fig. S20). These Si-rich microspheres appear to
be intimately associated with microbes (Fig. 8A).
In certain places, it appears that the spheres are
merging to form larger particles (Fig. 8A). Additionally,
these forms are associated with the precipitation of
stepped-rhombohedral crystals of calcite (Fig. 8A and
B). Most remarkably, they appear to be entombing
bacilli, producing casts (Fig. 8B–D). In common, these
microsphere-features form in depressions or at the
margin of cracks in the original host-rock, tending to
infill the space.

DISCUSSION
The presence of microbes in micro-fractures,
particularly on the control tablets, demonstrates that
wiping and flushing with 96% and 70% ethanol did
not ensure complete sterilization of the substrates and
ensure microbe-free tablets before the experiment.
We speculate either that the tablet surfaces were
not exposed to the ethanol for a long-enough time
(approximately 10 s) or that the ethanol did not
penetrate deep enough into the micro-fractures.
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Fig. 6. SEM images of tablet dissolution at high magnification. All images after 14 weeks at 20°C. A and C) Inoculated with material from site RD5
in (A) physiological solution and (C) cave water from the same site. B and D) Inoculated with material from site RD1 in physiological solution. In all
images, note the presence of microbes and EPS. The original, polished tablet surfaces have been strongly modified and show spiky calcite and
clear etching of the crystal margins and calcite cleavage planes.

Alternatively, the 96% ethanol may have entered the
micro-fractures and rapidly denatured the proteins in
the cell walls of the microbes, effectively sealing the
cells to further penetration of alcohol, inactivating
the microbe but non-lethal. The presence of the 96%
ethanol then blocked the entry of the 70% ethanol
into the micro-fractures; the 70% ethanol is a more
effective antimicrobial agent due to the optimum
osmotic pressure, thus, the slower penetration of
ethanol into the cell interior that kills the microbe.
As a result, subsequent re-growth of the inactivated
cells deep within the micro-fractures could occur once
the sterilizing agent was no longer present. We had
decided against autoclaving the tablets due to potential
artefacts of the substrates and the fear that the humid
environment during this sterilization process would
create a weak carbonic acid when CO2 dissolved in
the steam/condensation that could have caused
carbonate dissolution, followed by re-precipitation, on
the tablet surface. Due to what appears to have been
an incomplete sterilization by the ethanol method used
here, we cannot assume that all microbes present on
the tablets were derived from the cave, and thus, we
cannot draw robust conclusions regarding the activity
of cave-specific microbes on limestone. However, it is
possible to gain some insight into the interactions of

microbes, in general, on limestone surfaces under our
experimental conditions. In our experiment, we decided
to use physiological solution besides cave water to
mimic strict oligotrophic and starvation conditions,
while avoiding osmotic stress, to observe the differences
with cave water that contains low, but not negligible
concentrations of nutrients. The results indicated no
clear differences if these two media were used along
with the microbial inoculum, despite cave water
containing some dissolved organic matter (Simon et
al., 2007). This organic material can play an important
role as a source of nutrients for cave microbes (e.g.,
Shabarova et al., 2014). Successively, the simplified airdrying procedure used in the study was proven to give
sufficient information on microbe–host-rock interactions,
without the procedure itself grossly affecting the rock
surface. Here, we focus on the processes of microbiallymediated calcite dissolution and precipitation and the
mobilization of Si-rich minerals. We have used the term
microbially-mediated as a general term that may include
both active or passive microbial metabolic processes
that affect the dissolution and precipitation of calcite.
Particularly, in the observed calcite precipitation
processes, it is difficult to assess if the mineralization is
actively caused by the microbes (microbially-induced,
Dupraz et al., 2009) or related to the environmentally
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Fig. 7. SEM images of calcite precipitated on tablet surfaces. A) Inoculated with material from site RD1 in physiological solution after 14 weeks at
10°C. B) Sterile DI water after 14 weeks at 20°C. C) Inoculated with material from site RD1 in natural water from the same site after 14 weeks at
20°C. D) Inoculated with material from site RD5 in natural water from the same site after 14 weeks at 20°C. Note the euhedral shape of the calcite
crystals protruding from the original polished tablet surfaces, indicating that they have been precipitated during the experiment in association with
microbes and EPS.

driven mineralization of EPS (microbially-influenced,
Dupraz et al., 2009), so we have avoided the use of
these terms here.
The microbes seen within micro-fractures may have
entered these fractures either while the rock was in
the natural setting (endoliths), during extraction,
storage and transport, or during the preparation for
the experiment. The preparation involved cutting and
polishing the rock using tap water as a lubricant,
which could have forced polishing powder and dust
into the cracks along with unsterile water. These
processes could have easily allowed microbes to
enter deep into the fractures and provided humidity,
allowing growth. However, the tablets were air-dried
and stored for around one month before initialization
of the experiment, indicating that the types of
microbes present must have survived such conditions
for an extended period of time, deep in the fractures,
and were then able to survive the surface sterilization
using ethanol within these micro-fractures. Some
observed morphotypes could be also considered
as bacterial spores, such as Bacillus spores, which
are known for their higher tolerance against harsh
environmental conditions (e.g., desiccation) and for
long-term survival in alcohol (Thomas, 2012).

On 75% of the inoculated tablets, microbes were
found scattered on the tablet surface, disassociated
with fractures. It is possible that these microbes
derive from the cave, while the microbes within microfractures survived the sterilization process, hence,
were not necessarily cave microbes. However, there
were five control tablets where microbes or possible
organic features were also visible in areas away from
any obvious fractures (Table 3); we now explain our
suspected origin of these particular microbes. Two of
these control tablets involved the cave water from the
RD1 site, both at 20°C (2 and 14 weeks), and showed
a relatively high abundance of microbes away from
the micro-fractures (Supplementary Figs S6E and F,
and S11E and F). On these tablets, however, we notice
a number of small spherical forms that appear to be
of a microbial origin. From this, we suggest that these
small spherical forms possibly represent a starvation
morphology that were small enough to pass through
the 0.22 μm-mesh filter (Hahn, 2004; Männik et
al., 2009) and, thus, are derived from the cave
water. Some of these individuals could be affiliated
with nanobacteria; a group of single cell organisms
smaller than ~200 nm (Vainshtein & Kudryashova,
2000). Alternatively, they could have derived from the
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Fig. 8. SEM images of areas of the tablets that contain Si-rich microspheres and microbe casts. A–C) Tablet inoculated with material from site
RD1 in physiological solution at 10°C after 14 weeks. D) Control using sterile-filtered water from site RD5 after 14 weeks at 10°C. Arrows indicate
examples of: yellow = Si-rich microspheres, red = microbe becoming entombed by microspheres, purple = microspheres coalescing to form larger
particles, green = stepped-rhombohedral calcite crystals, and blue = casts of bacilli within the microspheres.

micro-fractures and have glided a significant distance
over the tablet surface in search of a proper niche to
form new colonies elsewhere. However, in these two
cases, we observed no large micro-fractures hosting
microbes on the tablet surfaces, hence, we believe
that the microbes derived from the cave water. On a
different control tablet, this time with the physiological
solution (at 20°C, 2 weeks), microbes were also found
away from the micro-fractures. There were high
abundances of microbes in micro-fractures on this
tablet that appeared to be spreading a significant
distance from the micro-fractures (Supplementary Fig.
S6C and D), and so it is most likely that the microbes
glided further away from these fractures, forming
new, small colonies during the experiment. The other
control tablets to host microbes/biological material
away from the fractures were the DI water controls
(2 weeks at 20°C and 14 weeks at 10°C). However, in
these two cases, one is noted as a single large coccus
morphotype (exceptionally large compared with those
seen elsewhere in this experiment; Supplementary
Fig. S16B) and the other as single organic-looking
particle (not necessarily microbial) that does not
appear to have any relationship with surface
processes (Supplementary Fig. S16D). In these two,
exceptional cases with only one possibly microbial

particle on an otherwise barren tablet, we attribute
these forms to post-experiment contamination, for
example, as particles from the air settling on the
tablets possibly during drying or transfer to the gold
coater/SEM.
All of the tablets inoculated with material from the
RD1 site showed the presence of microbes that were
not associated with micro-fractures, and relatively
high amounts of EPS. Whereas, in only two-thirds
of the tablets inoculated with RD5 site material,
microbes were observed away from micro-fractures.
This is perhaps related with the lower number of
microbes in the inoculum that may reflect a reduced
biomass at the RD5 site (Table 2). Different microbial
communities are possibly affected by the diverse
hydrological characteristics of the two drip sites and
their corresponding pools of water inside the cups.
The two drip sites are ~2 m apart, and thus, dripwater
is likely derived from the same soil and epikarst zone,
hence, likely provides a similar community of microbes
to the cave pools. However, site RD1 has a flashy drip
rate that responds rapidly and intensely to rainfall
events but will dry-up during dry periods, whereas,
RD5 has a more constant drip that continues, albeit
slowly, even during dry periods, maintaining a pool
of water at the sampling site. Previous research has
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shown that highly variable flow rates that respond
rapidly to recharge tend to provide more nutrients to a
cave pool, than found with a lower and more constant
flow rate (Shabarova et al., 2014). This is likely due
to the rapid fracture flow bringing more organic
matter into the cave, while the host-rock matrix filters
much of these particles out of the water arriving at
matrix-flow drip sites (e.g., Shen et al., 2015; Blyth
et al., 2016). The greater nutrient supply to the RD1
(fracture flow) site at the time of sampling (with active
flow), perhaps permitted the higher biomass observed
in the RD1 samples, than in the RD5 samples. While
the sporadic nature of the RD1 fracture flow, may
lead to a different microbial community more adapted
to periods of desiccation and depleted nutrient supply
(characteristic of r-strategists), in comparison with
those adapted to the more stable conditions at the
RD5 site (characteristic of K-strategists).
The results showed that the quantity of inoculum
used and a 2-week incubation period were already
enough to observe microbial replication, active
gliding, the initial stages of microbial colonization,
and microbe–rock interactions, in terms of calcite
dissolution and precipitation. The interactions were
clearer after prolonged incubation of 14 weeks and at
the higher cultivation temperature (20°C) but still no
multi-layered structures typical of maturing biofilm
were observed. However, the cultivation temperature
did not show evident differences in formation of
mineral diversity.
Areas of intense dissolution of the tablet surfaces
were found associated with microbial presence and/or
activity (Fig. 5A and D and Fig. 6A–D). The presence of
EPS was commonly related with dissolution, indicating
a compelling impact of microbes on the host-rock.
However, we believe much of the dissolution expected
to be observed under SEM may have been masked
by thick EPS and microbial colonies, particularly
those associated with the micro-fractures, where the
limestone surface in contact with the microbes was not
often visible (e.g., Fig. 5D). In areas where the EPS has
been lost or dehydrated/shrunk, the dissolved tablet
surface becomes visible. In such areas, the surface
showed increased roughness (Fig. 5A–D), etching
along crystal margins and spiky calcite (Fig. 6A–D).
Due to the strong association between the areas with
microbes and the strong dissolution, we can infer that
this dissolution was microbially-mediated. Microbial
dissolution is known to occur due to the formation of
metabolic organic acids (Bullen et al., 2008), enhanced
CO2 from microbial respiration that modifies the pH
(Portillo & Gonzalez, 2010), enhanced water-retaining
properties of the biofilm (Lian et al., 2008), and to
the presence of EPS (Perry et al., 2004; Krause et
al., 2014). A benefit of limestone dissolution to the
microbial community includes the release of essential
minerals for microbial metabolism, for example,
trace elements, such as Al, Ba, Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, K,
Mg, Mn, Na, Si, Sr, Ti, U, and Zn, found in carbonate
rocks (Morse & MacKenzie, 1990). In addition to
microbially-mediated dissolution, some purely
geochemical dissolution is likely to have occurred
when using DI water and physiological solution as

these would have been under-saturated with calcite.
It is also possible that the sterile DI water sitting in
the Petri dish seeped into the rock via capillary flow.
In this case, however, we would expect the dissolution
to occur near the base of the tablet where the water
first encounters the rock, at which point it would
quickly become saturated with carbonate relative to
the slow rate of capillary transport, hence, dissolution
associated with this would not affect the surface of
the tablet being studied. Furthermore, sample liquids
were spread over the limestone surface. These would
have quickly reached saturation with carbonate
dissolving the whole surface of the rock in a relatively
uniform manner, where the amount dissolved
corresponds to a 0.0003 µm-thickness of dissolution.
Due to the large surface area of the tablet exposed to
these liquids compared with the extremely localized
areas in which both microbes and high amounts of
dissolution were found, we are confident that our
interpretations relating to microbially-mediated
dissolution are correct and not a purely geochemical
effect. Moreover, this possible surface dissolution
caused by the inoculating solution being undersaturated with respect to calcite would not have been
the case with the cave water, which was likely already
at calcite saturation in the cave (as it was in contact
with limestone on collection). On leaving the cave,
the lower atmospheric CO2 concentration would have
caused CO2 degassing, forcing the liquid to become
saturated with calcite. Therefore, the highly localized
areas of intense limestone dissolution, particularly
on the tablets where cave water was used, must have
been significantly influenced by microbial activity.
In addition to calcite dissolution, calcite precipitation
was also observed, with the most abundant and
largest crystals in association with microbes and
EPS. In terms of conservation of mass, Ca2+ ions
released during microbially-mediated dissolution
would react with metabolic products of the microbes
(CO32−), forming microbially-mediated CaCO3—which
may or may not be microbially-induced (Dupraz et
al., 2009). Moreover, large crystals were observed
within/covered by EPS, and hence, formed during the
experiment (rather than via geochemical precipitation
during drying). A study of bacteria isolated from a
Hungarian Cave has shown that cave bacteria are
capable of forming and stabilizing amorphous calcium
carbonate (ACC) in association with EPS. This ACC,
which is a precursor to crystalline calcium carbonate,
can then crystalize into calcite when water penetrates
the protective EPS layer (Tünde Enyedi et al., 2020).
Hence, we expect the close association between
bacteria, EPS, and calcite crystals, as found in our
experiment, and suggest that oligotrophic conditions
in caves may contribute to the breakdown of the
protective EPS layer, promoting calcite precipitation
from the ACC precursor. Other research has shown
that organogenic calcite morphologies grown in
liquid enrichment culture medium were often found
to be rhombohedral, elongated, spindle-shaped, or
even semi-spherical crystals, rather than the large,
stepped-rhombohedral aggregates with sharp corners
of abiotic calcite (Zhuang et al., 2018). While another
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culture experiment demonstrated that the morphology
and size of calcium carbonate crystals related to the
specific bacterial strain (Li et al., 2018). Similarly, a
different study, using bacteria isolated from a cave
incubated in liquid medium, showed carbonate crystal
morphologies, varying from rhombohedral to globular,
to be taxon-specific (Rusznyák et al., 2012). CaCO3
deposits observed within microbial colonies removed
from Altamira Cave, Spain, that were interpreted as
being bio-precipitated, comprised of rhombohedral
crystals arranged with rosette or nest shaped
morphologies, and spheroids that were inferred as
vaterite (Cuezva et al., 2009). Here, we found the
precipitated calcite to be mostly rhombohedral. We
suggest the possibility that the species of bacteria
present, combined with the low nutrient levels and high
pH may be responsible for the crystal morphologies
observed. Furthermore, the presence of the rock could
provide a template for nucleation of rhombohedral
forms, not present in liquid culture medium, and may
have caused preferential carbonate formation with
rhombohedral morphologies. In summary, we infer
that the carbonate crystal observed in association
with microbes and EPS were microbially-mediated.
An interesting precipitate found on the tablets
consists of tiny (~250 nm diameter) spheres with
a unimodal size distribution that tend to entomb
microbes (Fig. 8A–D). We exclude these as being ACC
because ACC spheres typically have diameters of
~30 nm, with a critical upper limit of ~120 nm
(Pouget, et al., 2009), hence, are much smaller than
the spherical forms observed here. Furthermore, the
SEM-EDS analyses showed that areas including these
spherical forms are composed of Si, in addition to Ca,
C and O (Supplementary Fig. S20), which were likely
derived from the surrounding/underlying calcite
tablet surface (CaCO3), organic matter (comprising C
and O) and O forming silicate (e.g., SiO2). Since these
spherical forms are found in depressions and cracks on
the tablet surface and that negligible Si is expected to
derive from the cave water or inoculate, we suspect that
the initial source of Si comes from Si-rich impurities in
the limestone tablets. Alternatively, the Si could have
been sourced from the polishing paper used in sample
preparation; however, any grains should have been
removed during swabbing and flushing with ethanol
during sterilization. Our images show that these Simicrospheres could attach and fuse to the microbes
and were actively coalescing to entomb the microbes
during the experiment (Fig. 8A), ultimately producing
casts (Fig. 8B–D). Such attachment and coalescing
of Si-rich particles to microbes has similarly been
found when experimentally synthesizing Si-nanocomposites using Actinobacter sp. (Li et al., 2016)
and in hydrothermal sinter deposits (Konhauser,
2016). During our experiment there was no purelygeochemical potential to mobilize silica, and since there
was active Si-particle fusing causing the microbes to
be entombed, we can infer that the Si-microsphere
formation was occurring during the experiment and,
therefore, must have been microbially-mediated.
The formation of Si-microspheres under neutral pH
conditions and ambient temperatures, with a minimal
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Si source could have important implications for
industrial Si-nanoparticle production. The possibility
of such environmentally-friendly biosynthesis has
many industrial applications including drug delivery,
production of resins, catalysts and pigments, and
thermal or electrical insulators (Li et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the potential for ambient-conditionadapted microbes to be preserved in the stable
silica mineral-form could widen the potential for
discovery of microbial life in early Earth’s history
and on other planets, such as Mars. Moreover, the
formation mechanism of large cave systems formed in
low-solubility orthoquartzite is highly debated given
the slow solution kinetics of silica under neutral to
slightly acidic pH conditions and has been proposed
to be influenced by silica-mobilizing bacteria (Sauro
et al., 2018). In addition, such caves host silica
‘biospeleothems’ that have been shown as biologically
mediated and have potential as palaeoclimate
archives (Lundberg et al., 2018) but the environmental
conditions under which they form are yet undefined.
Our findings indicate here, for the first time, that cave
microbes under oligotrophic conditions could mobilize
silica under ambient conditions, including neutral
pH, in controlled laboratory conditions in short
(weeks) time periods. Since our microbes were taken
from a simple limestone cave, and not specifically
one associated with large-scale Si-mobilization,
this may indicate that microbes with the potential
to mobilize silica under ambient conditions are far
more widespread than currently thought. Microbiallyassisted mobilization of silica may be an overlooked
mechanism under ambient conditions that may be
prevalent throughout Earth’s crust, and thus, has
strong implications for our understanding of the
global weathering cycle.

METHOD DEVELOPMENT
Throughout this research, we have attempted to
identify the limitations caused by our experimental
methods and considered how these may have
influenced our results and interpretations. We admit
that the experiment did not achieve our original
research goal to study cave specific microbes,
however, it tentatively provides some insight into
microbial interactions with limestone. More valuably,
we outline the many problems encountered with our
experimental set-up and we aim to provide some
possible resolutions to these problems. This will
allow future research to be carried out with improved
methods and reduced misinterpretation; overall,
pushing forward this important field of research in
the most robust manner possible.
The first problem involved the rock composing
the tablet. Although the bulk rock texture was
homogeneous (Supplementary Fig. S4), and even
under SEM we observed a consistent grain size
containing very few fossils, recrystallized areas, or
visible pores, the presence of micro-fractures caused
major problems. Natural rock samples inherently
contain heterogeneities, however, future studies may
consider using a different limestone, such as the Upper
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Jurassic Solnhofen Limestone, a freshly-cleaved
calcite (‘Iceland’) spar, or alternatively, a synthetic,
precipitated calcium carbonate. Furthermore, a prescreening of each tablet may permit those with microfractures to be discarded. A different approach might
consider attempting to infill the micro-fractures with
epoxy resin, or similar, and re-polishing the samples.
However, it is unlikely that this would be universally
effective due to the thinness of the micro-fractures.
Next, the sterilization of the tablets appears to
have been incomplete. We had considered various
sterilization techniques, but we decided on ethanol
sterilization because we wanted to preserve the
integrity of the limestone substrate as much as
possible. Use of other chemicals could have impacted
the tablets significantly on the micro-scale, for
example, one option could be hydrogen peroxide,
but in this case the sterilization is based on the
oxidation reaction and this could interfere with
(oxidize) the tablets or potential impurities within the
rock. Chemicals containing benzalkonium chloride,
or similar, may be more problematic, reacting with
the rock surface via charged radicals. Autoclaving,
flaming, and dry heat were considered too drastic,
as they might have interacted with the limestone and
changed the texture of the surface on a micro-scale.
However, investigations after the experiment had
been completed have now shown that autoclaving did
not affect majorly the polished limestone surface and
produced only a few, presumably carbonate, crystals
of varying dimensions (Supplementary Fig. S21),
possibly removable by flushing with sterile DI water
(un-tested). Therefore, autoclaving would likely be the
sterilization method of choice for further investigation
of microbial interactions with rock surfaces.
The next set of problems involved the sterile DI
water placed in the Petri dishes. This water would
react with atmospheric CO2 to produce a weak acid,
becoming aggressive to the carbonate tablet, which
may be transported to the studied surface via capillary
transport. Buffering the pH of this water to neutral after
it had reached pCO2 equilibrium with atmospheric
CO2 would solve this problem. Using sterilized water
collected from the cave could be a good alternative
option. It would also be wise to monitor the pH of this
water throughout the experiment, while analysis of
total alkalinity (TA) and dissolved inorganic carbon
(DIC) would provide a better idea about the aqueous
carbonate system, computed using common software
for aqueous geochemistry. Furthermore, condensation
was noted on the inside of the lids of the Petri dishes,
mostly on the samples cultivated at cave temperature
(10°C), which then may have fallen onto the tablets.
This could have been lessened by first cooling the Petri
dishes and the water, separately, to the temperature
at which the experiment will be carried out, before
construction of the experimental set-up. Here, we
had used glass Petri dishes due to the availability of a
suitable container, high enough to accommodate the
tablets. The use of a plastic container with a higher
headspace and a smaller footprint would require less
water while increasing the comparable volume of air,
likely resolving this condensation problem.

Our results indicate problems resolving microbes
that derived from the cave and those that were due
to contamination. Although this problem should be
resolved already by using an improved sterilization
techniques, such as autoclaving, the identification
of microorganisms before and after inoculation
(if enough material is available) could show if the
microbes came from the cave or from contamination.
Moreover, here, we interpret microbes present on
the cave water controls as possibly deriving from
incomplete sterilization of the cave water via filtering.
An additional UV treatment of the cave waters
would ensure complete sterilization. However, dead
cells would still be present and, thus, visible on
the SEM images, which may act as a nucleus for
mineral deposition. Another approach could be to
incubate the filtered cave waters on agar plates to
assess if any microbes grew, to confirm if microbes
smaller than 0.2 µm avoided the sterilization by
filtering.
On completion of the experiment, we found that
air-drying of the samples caused circular evaporation
features. The formation of these may already be
reduced by using the methods, outlined above, for the
reduction of condensation. However, an investigation
into alternative drying techniques, such as critical
point drying, is required to see if such techniques
would affect the rock surface. A better drying technique
should resolve the problem of the evaporation circles
and may also improve the preservation of microbial
morphology.
Future study should include prolonged cultivation
to elucidate if longer incubation periods can be
an important factor to direct biofilm formation in
oligotrophic conditions. These longer incubation
periods may increase colony size and coverage of the
tablet surface, thus, providing more opportunity to
gain evidence of microbial-mediation of carbonate
dissolution and precipitation. After the initial
visualization of the tablets by SEM, a second step
to future experiments could involve stripping of the
EPS, possibly carried out manually without altering
the tablet surface, which may expose the concealed
dissolution features thought to be masked by thick
EPS (see Discussion and Fig. 5D). Further work, could
use spectroscopic analysis of the crystals present to
distinguish between CaCO3 polymorphs. Additionally,
an identification of the microbial species present should
be carried out. Isolation of the most abundant cave
microbial species and experimentation under varying
environmental conditions may allow further insight
into whether the processes of carbonate dissolution
or precipitation are species dependent, or whether
these processes are (to a greater extent) dependent on
the environmental conditions (e.g., pH, temperature,
nutrient availability). Furthermore, investigation
into links between species and the morphology of
precipitated crystals and/or the intensity or style of
dissolution would provide further information that
may be useful for understanding the formation of
cave biokarst features and their implications for the
preservation of prehistoric cave art and past climate
proxy signals in speleothems.
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